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Tht report describes briefly the implementation on the STOLAND airborne
digital computer of an Optimum Profile guidance m-stem for the Augmentor Wing
Jet STOL Research Aircraft. Major tasks under this contract Here to implement
tht guidance and control logic. developed by. !NASA, to airburne computer soft" art
and to integrate the modul • N ith the existing STOLAN`D navigation, display, and
autopilot routines. The optimum profile guidance system comprises an algorithm
for synthesizing minimum fuel trajectories for a wide range of starting position.
in the terminal area and a control lam for flying the aircraft automaticall y along
the t raject^r
.
, -. The report also touches on of erationaJ aspects of the system.
In addition to describing the avionics sofmarc developed, a FORTRAN program
is described that has been constructed to reflect the modular nature and algorithms
implemented in the avionics software. The technical monitors as uell as the
principal contributors to the analytical development of the system are John D.
McLean ant! Hcinz Lrzbe•rger of NASA/AlW.
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I I'H0 3E CT SYSTEM DESCHIl'7 1( 1\
Background
The RASA Ames STOLAN'I ► sysicm is an integrated digital avionics package
designed for testing; guidance, navigation and control concepts and for investigating
operational prucedurer for short takeoff and landing aircraft. 1 he STOLANU
system includes na y aid receivers, onboard sensors and pilot control and command
inputs that are interfaced Kith a Sperry 1619A computer. The computer is used
to provide both p ilot assist modes and automatic modes for control of the aircraft.
The S ► oland system provides various displays (EADI, AIFD, IISI), control actuators,
mode select and data entry devices, vehicle sensors and a data acquisition system..
The Sperry IS1 14A computer %% ith auxiliar% memory used in the STOLAND system
pruvides 32ti of words of la-bit memory.
The standard Sperry developed sofm arc for the A ► gmentor :mind aircraft
(Reference 1) provides interface m ith all required systems to support flight opera-
tions. In the implementation of the Optimum profile guidance ana control program
significant revision of the standard soften are system H as required to pro-
vide required memory and CPU time. The follom ing revisions to the standard
system were performed.
a) removal of the existing reference !light path package to create memory
space
b) implement a revised executive package to provide Sufficient real-time
for execution of the Optimum profile guidance and control package
c) develop a revised utilitl package m ith overlay capability to create memory
space and provide a n ► ore comprehensive diagnosis tool for laboratory
checkout (Reference 2)
d) Revise the strip chart routine to provide multiplexed strtl , charts in the
laboratory to provide an improved diagnosis tool
► moving all code from hanI. 5 to provide an effective data area for the
Optimum profile guidance and control {)aA;ige
f)
	
	 reN rston of the keyboard ent rN and display MF D, FAD1, and IISI routines
to provide the required mterfac•e
DV.--I ;n Nlethf ►d for the Guidance System
The purpose of the system is to assess the perfurmance of a fuel efficient
onboard guidance system for powered lift of STOL aircraft. The system generates a
nimin ► um fuel, nuise trajectory for the Augmentor Wing aircraft and controls the
aircraft along that trajec•tor%'.
I pon entering the terminal area the system, operating in fast-time,
synthesizes a minimum-fuel reference trajectory from the current aircraft position
to touchdown. The calculatiun makes jec of energy - rate scheduler, generated off
lint, and stored in the S'1'01.A%'I) computer. The schedules give the controls (flaps,
throttle, n0771e, and angle of attack) yielding the least fuel flum for a given normal-
ized energy rate, E
n
, aircraft Height, altitude and equivalent airspeed. 'The
normalized energ .v rata, F: n , is defined by
E n	 sin > { V /g
c, here y i is the aerodt • namic flight-path angle and V is the true airspeed. One
such schedule is illustrated in Figure 1, where circled points indicate data storage
poirts. The reference controls obtained from these tahles were derived subject
to the maneuver margin requirements and engine M I NI limits specified for STOLA\D.
The values of engine Rl I Al are also corrected to compensate for deviations of the
ambient temperature from standard values.
Upon engagement of the 'Capture' mode (entered by pushing the Reference
Flight Path button) t.hc system synthesizes a minimum-fuel reference trajectory
-2-
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k
	 1
from the current aircraft position ;o touchdown. The reference flight path con-
aists of t%% u parts as ghost n in thu example in Figure 1. The fixed route iF specified
by input %aypoints %nd the fins: segment is al%N ays a straight, cons tant-sFwvd
glide slope. Dote that althou ;h the trajector y
 is computed to touchdown as shown
in the figure, the minimum-fuel guidance s}stem mill be disengaged during the final
seg nent at the preset altitude sufficient to allow manual landing or go-around.
Thu initial portion of the trajectory, shown in dashed lines, is the 'Capture'
trajectory H hi( h transfers the aircraft from its current position to the capture
v aypoint specified by the pilot. The capture trajector y- is resynthesiied con -
tinoualy as the aircraft moves until 'Track' mode is engaged (entered by pushing
FhLLAM'O ui HORNAV buttc.n). At that time the reference trajectory is fixed
and tht • aircraft is automaticall y controlled to tht reference. There is no flight-
director guided manual mode.
The optimum guidance s y stem can be initiated from and- initial aircraft position
heading or airspeed in the terminal area N%here a apture waypoint on a stored re-
ference trajectory and a loiter speed is specified by the pilot. The system mill
attempt to synthesize a trajectory to the runway and provides information on the
111FU display related to no-capture conditions. \%hen capture is feasible, the prt ,
-dicted time of arrival at the runmay is displayed.
In the 'Capture' node, the pilot can use speed control or path streching to con-
trol the approximate time of arrival. The trajectory is compensated for pre-
dicted \t ind conditions entcred by the pilot via the keyboard as a function of altitude.
The display techniques and two dimensional capture trajectory generation method
was taken f ► om previous \kork (Reference 3).
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Pilot (-)peration
The Wind profile and runway temperature art,
 entered through the keyboard
a^ follows
RWT at xx	 xx : run Ha%- temperature, 0C
E%k_ • y.. xx	 xx a Wind magnitude. knots
yy = Wind heading, degrees /10
The third letter in Eli denotec altitude
:is f of l ox% s :
MNEMONIC	 ALTITUDE, FT
EWA 0
Eat' B 250
FN' C 500
FW1) 1000
1." E: 2000
EW F 4000
F W G 8000
These inputs %,ill normally be made prior to thr flight but can be changed
durinv flight.
When the aircraft reaches cruise altitude-
AUTO FLAPS: ON
AUTO ON
Al"TO THROTTLE ON
KEYBOARD : WGT = A/C WEIGHT, 1.115.
LAS = LANDING A1RSPt.- D, KNOTS
( DEFAULT = STOLAND MINIMUM LM)
AIRSPEED HOLD
ALTITUDE HOLD	 Optional variations in these parameter:
HEADING HOLD	 will cause initial errors on tract.
KEYBOARD LTS - LnITEH SPEED, KNOTS
(default value 140)
-6-
PUSII TACAN
	
Enable ia% igation systen)
Pt'sil Fi l l	 There is only one reference flight path
PUSH IWFI'
When R1 V1' is pushed the Pystem ite in the 'Capture' mode, and the• fixed por-
tion of the reference flight path appearr on the N1FU with the triangle which in-
dicates current aircraft position and heading. At this time the capture w aypoint,
WPl . must be entered by keyboard. Ths• default %clue of WPT is zero and the
gr,idanve system w ill indicate no capture until a waypoint is chosen. \1 I l l is set
to zero whenever the RE:FP is turned on and must be keyboard entered.
When a \+aypoint is selected the system predicts the aircraft position 15
seconds in the future, assurning straight constant-speed flight, and attempts to
construct a horizontal flight path from that point to the capture waypoint. Fail-
use to find a flight path results in a "M ► CAI' HOR" messane on the \1FD. "This
can be corrected by changing aircraft position and heading or the capture-
point. An+ waypoint except the last one (touchdo% n) ma} he captured. A 15
second prediction is made using the current a.ircr -it spced, heading and flight
path angle at the beginning of each capture trajec!ary to allow time for synthesis
computation, and variations in those parameters during the Cycle w ill cause
initial errors ++hen the track mode is engaged.
When the- horizontal capture path has been found, see Figure 3, a minimum-
fuel speed-altitude profile is generated along the combined capture and fixed
routines from aircraft to touchdown by integrating the point-mass equations of
motion. Beginning at point P 9 the aircraft immediately accelerates or decelerates,
at constant altitude to the "loiter" speed, LTS, input by keyboard; airspeed is then
held constant until the change to the capture waypoint speed must !)e initiated.
Figure :3 provides a graphical representation of the speed-altitude profile to the
capture +raypoint.
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Fach time the capture trajector: is resynthesized a nee time of arrival,
TOA,(at touchdown) is computed and displayed on the '11 FU. Hence, coarse
adjustments to the '.'OA may be made by maneuvering the aircraft or changing
the loiter speed or capture uaypuint. When a satisfactory trajectory- ha.,; been
achieved the pilot eng.tges the track mode by pushing either HORNAN' or YULL-
AUTO, The system may be returned : r-o the predict mode any time by turning
off FULLAt'TO and HORNAV. Note that invoking one of the Sperry Autopilot
modes Hhile the track mode is engaged destroys the reference trajectory and
N ill result in spurious autopilot response. Should another automatic mode be
inv oked inadvertently during; track, HEFP should be turned off and the procedure
repeated.
During track mode operation, when she aircraft reaches a preset altitude
above the rum%ay (presently 300 ft.) the minimum-fuel guidance systen. disconnects
automatically leading the STOLAND system in the standard control ^kheel steering
(C WS) modr, and the autothrottle and auto sNitehes in the "on' position. The
system can also be disengaged by moving the contro: column or pressing the
autopilot disconnect button. in these cases the auto and the autothrottle s^N itches
are also turned off.
The fullo\%ing, keyboard entered parameters :.re related to uystem control
along the reference trajectory.
Trajectory synthesis par:uiieters:
	
GNA	 ) - \1 /g ratio
	
GNB	 E margin for control
Track mode operation parameters:
	
m 6 N	 Throttle rate trip level
	
GNU	 IIPAf min hias
limits
0-100
100-500
25-500
0-510
i
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1111 ,its ',,
GNF.	 h1w, deceleration ui HI. 1'	 0 00
G1,F	 Nozzle monitor trip level	 25-500
GNG	 p alt feedback on pitch • 100fpts/%'	 0-200
GNIi	 ^'p all feedback on pitch "100 fps/%
	
0-200
r`:
t;,%1	 6 pitch rate gain	 25-500
GNd
	
Nozzle feedback control factor 	 0-200
C0111 1'01 Logic
Reference , flaps arc determined bY the optimization procedure at each
point along the reference flight path. 'ncc flap command is the reference value
limited to the placard value , as determined from the current act,A airspeed
and also constrained to prevent retraction. Some combinations of capture May-
point and loiter Speed may call for extension of the reference flaps followed by
retraction after reaching the capture wa;point. This %%ill result in the actual
flip setting larger than the reference value and cause sloul\ decaying transient
er ► ors in speed and altitude. The transient is repeated at each change in command
until the reference flaps increase again.
Figure 4 shows the flight env elope divided according to the use of nozzle and
throttle for control. Over must of the flight envelope nozzle is used onl y when
the throttle is at its lower limit and further reduction in 1: n is called for. (For
this purpose settings of 450 or more it is actually the reference value.) Iioweyer,
for large reference flap seltings 1:
n 
is iTICreaced by simulat:meousl y increasing
the throttle vid retracting the nozzle.
The standard system stall prevention and RPM limiting routines are operative.
lioHever, the engine RI I NI's commanded by the minimum-fuel system are generally
Within the Sperry limits and no noticable effects are seen from either R1'A1
limiting or stall prevcntion during normal uperation. The m;wnium RPNI algorithm
has been modified as required for revised engine data.
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Thu standard airspeed limit no longer has a direct connection to
the throttle servo. Tht "Minimum Speed" and "Raise Flaps - messages arr
still displayed Hhen the standard limits are encountered. The "minimum speed"
message is usually on in cases Hherc flaps are extended and there is a large
negative flight-path angle. In this case thi standard minimum, inclu&ng bank
angle protection is 3 or 4 knots higher than the reference• airspeed; however,
the reference conditions ahka y s rceet the maneuver margin requirements.
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D AVIONICS SOFT "'ARE DESCRIPTION
Executive for the Airborne System
The program has been modularized to separate the capture trajectory
synthesis segment of the system from the time constrained guidance and con-
trol segment. The revised avionics software utilizes existing navigation, inner
loop autopilot and man% , automatic modes with only minor modifications. The
hasic capabilities removed for this application are the preflight test module and
the reference flight path automatic guidance and control mode.
To provide the required real time fcr the Optimum profile guidance and
control algorithms a ne%k executive was incorporated in thu basic program. The
executive used has been tested previously in a flight environment in the 1 \% in
Otter tialman Filter Airborne Program (Reference 4). The executive was de-
signed to execute foreground and 4 levels of background. Foreground, a 10 Hz
control module background and a far background synthesis module have been
used for this application. T.; accommodate the levels of background, the execu-
tive is designed to save the restore interrupt locations, register values and
library function parameters for each level of background. The library function
parameters allow the SINCOS, ARCTAN and SQROOT to be re-entrant at any
level. A macro-flow chart of the executive is presented (Figure 5). At pro-
gram start initialization logic is executed. The interrupts are then enabled and
the far background logic is entered.
The far background logic generates a continually updated capture trajector\
to the specified capture wa ypoint and sviahesizes this trajectory. During 'Track'
mode, the far background module performs derivative calculations for the for-
ward integration. The system perfo rms these operations recursively using
time not required to service foreground or other levels of background. The pro-
gram performs far background- calculations until an interrupt occurs. The
-13-
DTG4D
MACRO FLOWCHART
ADVANCED GUIDANCE AND CONTROL EXECUTIVE
1kHz INTERRUPT
'YWE TO START FOREGROUND — 	 RETURN TO E_
(20Hz)
SAVE INTERRUPT RECOVERY
IN PUSH-rX)"'N STACK
LFYECUTE FORFGRGUND
'I'MIE TO START 1011z	 nO	 RESTORE INTERRI:I''I
BACKGROUND	 RECOVERY FROM S7'. C
_	 yes
1OH7 OVERFLOW	 STORE OVERFLOW
LOCATION
AGEXC — EXf:CUTF, IOHz BACKGROUND
'I'IAlE TO START SECOND no	RFSTOIiE INTERRUPT	 I
BACKGROUND	 RECOVERY FROM STACE	 I
2 Ve sOVERFLOW	 STORE OVEVYLM	 II	 LOCATION
not used	 E?C .CUTF, BACKGROUND	 I
for this 	 __
I	 applica-	 MIE TO START THIP.D	 no	 R	 EESTOR IN'I'EH1tUY1'
tiun	 BACKGROUND	 RL•'COVERY FRO] SI ACI:
yes	 -- -	
I
I	 OVERFLOW _	 :'PORE O\'EIlFLOW	 ^	 I
DTG4D	 I EXLCUTE FAIL BACKGROUND
Figure 5. Advanced Guidance Hnd Cuntrol Executive
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ti .Nstvin requires several sources of interrupt, however, onl y the • interrupts
triggered by the 1k11: internal clock of the 1819A computer sire presented. A
cluck interrupt causer transfer to a location i n here a counter is decremented
and tested to determine if it is time to initiate the 20 Hz logic (foreground) calcula-
tions. if it is time to start the 20 lie 10gic, than the necessarN quantities for
recoverN from interrupt (registers, location at interrupt etc. ) are saved in a
soft% are push down stack. The program then executes the foreground Augatentor
Wing navigation guidance, control and displa y sofmare. In foreground operation,
interface outer-loop control and display parameters arc tiansfered to the standard
system from the Advanced Guidance and Control modules as required. Next,
the logic determines if the 10 Hz calculations (ever
.
% other Cycle) should he
initiated. if no; tttc executive branches to the saved location utilizing the push-
dm n stack. Each level of background is executed in a similar manner %%here at
least some part of the far background logic is executed on each cycle. For this
application, the control parameter calculations and the associated real time for-
u and integration of the trajectory are performed in the 10 Hz background segment.
Optimum Profile Guidance and Control Module Structure
A functionn.) description of the software sYstem is provided in this section.
Functional diagrams of all sofmare modules are presented for the synthesis,
fors%ard integration, control and display modules developed for this application.
The figures provided a description of the general st:ucture of the program including
the subroutine calling sequence kficre the routines associated \kith the various
modules are so indicated. Software modules in the standard STOLANU soft-ware that
Here modified to provide the required interface are specified in each structure diagram.
Following the structure diagrwiis a subroutine glossary is presented providing a
functional description of the purpose of each subroutine.
-15-
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Subroutine Functional Descriptions
AGEXC	 Optimum profile Ruidanc; iuu NIS background executive Driver for
the forty and integration and control Rub-programs
AItCItFT
	
Load,; and converts aircraft parameters for the autopilut control
sub-prudrani.
AliCSIN	 Approximate arc sine routine. Input sine at BO, output angle in
radians.
ATANA
	 Approximate arc tangent. Input tangent at B0, output angle in
radians.
Al 1\1 FLT
	 Compute, atmospheric parameters as a function of altitude and
temperatur: for reference trajectory calculations.
ATNIIN7	 Computes initialization parameters used in atmospheric calcula-
tions including temperature correction coefficient for landing
airspeed calculation.
BLIM
CAPTI{J
CNTHL
C Nn* ItIII
Function to limit between input maximurn and minimum values.
Generates the capture trajectory for the b1FD display.
Calculates control parameters for the outerloop autopilot using
the advanced guidance synthesis and current aircraft confiburation.
Provides first entry to CN'I'RL at ?rack mode initialization.
CTU13N	 Computes turn points for capture trajectory 1.1FI) display.
DSCADV	 Descale angle for e 4i splay function.
llTG41)	 Advanced guidance far background executive. Driver for the
trajectory synthesis during capture mode and derivative calcula-
tions for forward integration in Track mode.
I•:WDDIS
	
Provides the capability to display the v,ilu,!s of t tk A - E%VG.
-19-
F WDLOD	 Provides the capability to load an estimated w ind proffit . ah u
tunction of altitude via ;.;yboard tntry (UWA - E%%'(;)
FLNIX	 Function ubed to calculate reference value of flaps am is function
of air speed.
FL1.1XC	 Performs same function as Fl MX fur the 100 MS module.
FLNN	 imputes a throttle furl rate factor as a function of throttle and
temperature.
FODDIS	 Displays keyboard FOD mode option. F(A) not currently activated.
FOGLOD	 Provides the capability to load the FOD mode option via key-
board. FOD not currently activated.
1N'TEG	 Performs the altitude - speed profile integration used in the
trajectory synthesis.
1NTHP1.	 Performs a linear interpolation fur a function of a single variable.
J'I'HRTL	 Provides the interface betwe ti the advanced guidance control
module and the inner loop autopilot for throttle and nozzle.
KUBICX
	
Performs X 3/3 trij. oometric expansion coefficient calculation.
LTSDIS	 Displays capture loiter speed v:a keyboard.
L.TSLOP	 Loads capture loiter speed (LTS).
MINSEC
	
Formats time parameters for MFD display (T%k'PT, TER).
MSC4D
	
Optimum profile guidance MFD display executive.
NE%k'PSI
	
Computes the turn parameters for the 2D capture trajectory. Used
in initialization to compute turn para-meters for the fixed trajectory.
NOMTRJ	 Performs derivative calculations for the forward integration in
Track mode.
4
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NOSITR.	 Perforts the real time for%%and fni'cgration of the reft-fence
trajectory in tract, nude.
N7'A1OD
	 Performs angle mudulation for NOh1TH.".
NLINItRD
	
	 Pmvidcs kvybuard entry of two parameters for wind profile
ennry (heading and speed)
PAREF
	
Pitch arming routuw.
MOD	 Performb angle modulation for far background module.
IltlrFE'I'
	
	 Performs pitch engage for the ad%anced guidance reference
flight path mode.
IM TVD: 	 Displays runway temperature via keyboard.
R%VTLOD
	
Loads rurmay temperature via keyboard.
SERCHI	 Performs same operation as SERCHI fur the 100 NIS module.
SE  HC II1	 Computes algebraic function used in linear interpolation.
SINCSI
	
	
Interface to re-entrant SINCOS roudne with index register
protection.
SI X
	
	
Approximate sine routine. Input angle in radians at 130, output
at 80.
SQM'A	 Interface to re-e tract SQHT routine u ith index register protection,
S'l PIrl 1
	
	
Computes derivatives and integrat. the reference trajectory
a single step.
STR IFE:It	 Comlwtes time error MID display.
STIMAD	 Displays capture waypoint parameters on NIFD.
TA N X 	 Appruximate tangent routine.
TDA YET
	
	
C'opiputes time of day fur predicted arrival at runway. Used for
mri) dispiay.
1-
I ItAN l 111	 I'ctfornis TACAN to MUDII.S transition.
THKSUT	 Stores capture %aylwint parameters into MFD waypolot array.
TST	 Computes the 2D capture trajectory.
7µ'0D
	
Computes the 2D fixed trajectory.
VHTSYN	 Controls the computation of the altitude - speed profile for the
complete reference trajectory and loads the command table.
WiNh1OD	 Extracts wind parameters from estimated wind table for reference
trajectory.
WNDCAL	 Generates estimated wind table from keybuard entered data.
W'PBGND
	
Transfers reference flight path parameters to advanced guidance
internal tables and performs initial calculations for h1FD display.
WPEl`"TIt	 Transfers waypoint coordinates.
V1'PSPD
	
Converts %kaypolnt speeds to internal units and applies landing
airspeed constraints where required.
%VYP I'D S	 Displays time of arrival and time error on hiFD.
n
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1I
Purr 44 11111nIar t of the Airho-it	 P.....
I he tal-lc provid,-.; helkm presents a core summar y of tlic cuttlplete sYstem
includuig thu revised standard soft y arc and the JpLinmm profile guid.tnev and
contr•.)l modules. The total mcmory :storage used for the flight softK are is
29082 words. 'l otal system capability is :12K word., of which 2000 Hurds art re-
served for utility purposes.
'1 - he first seven sections rehrescnt the revised standard s y stem and the
ftn.el sct-tlon: rt'prc."cnt the nett capabiltt\ implcmentt.tl.
Revised Standard S\,stem
Section I ocations Size Description
i :10000 -	 337 76 20 -37 P-nction librar y - Data Arca
_ 3.101't ► -	 37 7 ._)0 _'0_':t Protected Data
3 200 -	 1241 54G Yxecutive
4 l0000 -	 16361 3:114 Autopilot
5 2l OO -	 27300 :37 7 7 Data 11114'rfaee
6 40000 -	 47743 406r Naviga.'.on - Itisplal.'r
i;0000 -	 t.7lo" 3651 NlYD Displa\
Auy anced Guid:mcc am. ,'ont rol hlodulc^
Section Locations Size Description
K 12-1t^ -	 2747 834 Capturc NILKiulc.
9 16400 -	 17630 665 Autopilot - Control
l0 27:150 -	 2771 . 1 229 Keyboard Entr*\
11 50000 -	 5755_' 39 -i7 Data - N1 I'D Interface - Synthcsis
12 72000 -	 77(;-12 21179 Derivative Nwgration
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III FOR'T'RAN SIMULATION PROGRAM (At'GaD)
Structure . and Design
The final section of this report represent, a current update and extension to
A.MA fit-port No. 76-19 performed under contract NASY-9:-'16 (Reference 5).
M odular Structure The purpose of this Fortran simulation program is to
assess the performance of a fuel efficient onboard guidance system for powered
lift SI OL aircraft. The simulation program, resident on the Ames TSS:160/67
facility, provides a test-bed for the Optimum Profile Guidance• and Control Air-
borne System. The Optimum Profile Guidance Simulation Program, At'GaD, is
a combination of a fast-time 3D guidance simulation and a 4D traiectory synthesis
program de%'eloped by NASA/AIW. Thu pro wgram has been modularized to sepa-
rate the onboard portion of the simulation as presented in Figure 9. The sub-
routine calling sequence is presented in Figure 10. This fiinire describes the
general structure of the program Ncherc the ro:itines associated %%ith the various
modules are so indicated. The display and real time data entr y software provided
in the ax-ionics sof,%%are has not been stimulated in the FORTRAN Program.
Follo%%ing this discussion a subroutine glossary is presented giving, a brief
description of the purpose of each subroutine. Finally, sub-program and common
cross-reference tables for the complete program are presented in this section
In this implementation, the common arrays have been grouped so that each labelled
common is associated with a particular module. The labelled common arrays
required by the flight module are indicated in the Common Array Size Require-
nwnt Table.
­,4-
AI"GaD MODULAR SI RUCTUM
STAND ALONE DATA
LOAD AND
CHECKOUT SOFTWARE:
1----------------- ----------------7
TRAJECTORY	 ONBOARD
SY N-1, HE SIS	 SYST F N1
AIRCRAFT CON-1 ROL	 AIRCRAFT
--4 SIMULATION
'----------------------------------'
Figure 9. AUG4D Modular Structure
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SUIROUIINE CROSS REFERENCE TABLE
NAME
	 SUIPkOGRAMS REFERENCIN6 MEMIER
ACRS1 pq 	 AA1N
A6ExC
ARC 101
ARCRF 1
ARDLI
ATMIN ►
A1MSPH
AIMSTP
IL IM
CHKSTP
CNIRL
CNTRLI
ENGDAT
FLIN
FLNx
FLNN
F)D
INI1
INTE6
NEVPSI
NOMTRJ
N0MTR2
PIMOD
RAIEYF
REFUF
SERCHI
SGN
STF'INT
TREAD
TST
TYOD
VHTSYM
VSYN
WINDAT
WINMOD
WNDFLT
ACR51M
ACRSIM
CNIkL
ATMFLT ATMSPH RAIEYF
TSI
ARCRFT
CN1RL INTE6 NOMTRJ TS1
CNYRL
RAIN
AGE xC
AGEXC
ARCRFT
ENGDAI RATEUF
ARCRFT CHY RL STP1N1
NOMTRJ
AkCRFT ENGDAI
MAIN
VHTSYN
1S ► 	 TuOD
AGE xC
AGE xC
ACkS1M ARCRFT CNTkL
1NTEG
NOMTRJ
ARCRF T
 ENGDAI FLNN
YNDFLT
NEIIPSI
ARCRFT CMK67P INTEG
INIT
MAIN
INIT
VSYN
MAIN
INIT
INTE6 NOMTRJ
ARCRFT
uINMOD
NEIIPSI TST	 T000
RAIEYF STPINT TST
NOMTRJ
ENTRY POINT SUMMARY
ENTRY SUB-PROORAM
ARCINT ARCRFT
ATMINT AIMSTP
CNTRLI CMTRL
NOMTR2 NOMTRJ
Figure 11.	 Subroutinc , ('ross Rt , fcrrncc '1'alil^
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COMMON	 CROSS REFERENCE TADLE
NAME SUIP106RANS REFERENCIN6 NEMIER
ACPAIA ARCRFT ILK	 11 EM6DAT INIT
ACFL1 ACRSIM ARCRFT CNTRL INIT NOMTRJ YNIFII
ACREF ACRSIM AOEXC ARCRFT CNTRL I01T NOMTRJ
11 INIT INTE6 NOMTRJ 757 TIIOD VSYN YINNOD
PIA ARCRFT 1M11 V5YN I/NDFLT
6: ARCRFT BLK DT CHK51P CNTRL INIT IN7E6 MAIN
NOMTRJ STPINT
IJ ARCRFI INIT INTE6 MAIN NOMTRJ VHTSYN
P4 ARCRFI CHk5TP INIT INTE6 NOMIRJ STPINT
CMFLT ATMFLT BLK	 DT CHKSTP FLNN INTEG HOMTRJ RAIE11F
SIPINT TST TWOP
CMFLTA ATMSTP CNTRL REFUF
CONTRL ACkSIM ARCRFT BLK DT CNTRL MAIN
D1 INIT MAIN TST TWOD VHTSYN VSYN
ENDATA ARCRFT ATNSPH BLK	 DT CNTRL EN6DAT
INOUT ACRSIM AGEXC ^RCRFT ATMFLT ATMSPH ATMSTP BLK IT
CHkSTP CNTRI ENGDAT INIT INTEG MAIN NOMIRJ
STPINT TS T ,WOD VHTSYN
INTCL ACRSIPI CNTRL NOMTRJ
1NTG1 INTEG VHTSYN
STOL CHKSTP INIT MAIN STPINT
STPI ACR51M AkCkFI CHkSTP INTE6 NOMTRJ SIPINT
SYN ARCRFT 101Y MAIN NOMTRJ TSI 7WOD VHTSYN
VSTN
Figure 12. Cummon Cross K('ferencc Table
4
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Subroutine Cl.,,.;ar%
NIAI% Provides the o%vrall control for the execut ►un of a cast
ACRSIM Executive fur the aircraft simulation
AGEXC E:xecuti%e for tht , forNkard integration and control sub-programs
AIt('ItFT Aircraft simulator
ATNI FLT Evaluates the atmospheric model for the flight module
ATNISPH Evaluates the atmospheric model for the simulation module
ATAISTP Evaluates the atmospheric model for the onboard module
BL.IN1 }unction to limit bemeen input minimum .end maximum values
CHhSTI' Sufmare verification module to evaluate derivative calculationF
CYI, ItL Control la%\ routine, generates commands to fl} the aircraft
along the reference
ENGDAT E:ng''ne model routine used by the aircraft simulation module
FLIK Algebraic function used for linear interpolation
FL's\ C0111)LOVS fuel rate as a function of throttle and temperature
F1 11X Function used to calculate flaps as a function of speed
F3D Algebraic function used for linear interpolation, of a function
of t\N o or three variables
IhIT Controls the input of data for the preflight data load
I\TEG Determines the, altitude-speed profile used in the flight module
trajectorY synthesis
NE1\'I'S1 Computes the turn parwiieters for the 21) horizontal trajectory
NO'.10	 IO Reproduces the synthesised reference trajectory in short
segments using the command table
PINIuD Minction to reduce an angle to its principal value t t7 radians
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RA 1 1:11 F Computes fuel rata for the aircraft module,
ItI F%% F Computes fuel rata for this onboard module
SERCH I Computes an algebraic function used in linear interpolation
SG\ Function to return the sign of a real variable
STI I IN7 Computes the derivatives and integrates the aircraft trajectory
a silgle step
I HEAD Controls prugram input of the list, drab and elevator used in
the aircraft simulation module
TST Computes the 21) capture trajectory
T%%OD CornputeS the 21) fixed trajectory for the pre-flight data load
TI) eld III e
1 ITS	 N Controls the computation of the altitude-speed profile for the
complete trajectory and lords the command table
V SYN Controls the cor iptitation of the minilnum, maxir„un; and
nominal time tralectorys and loads the 4D cables
X11\DAT Controls the input of the %rind tables
\VNDFLT Performs .t ind calculations for tht- aircraft simulation module
WINN101) Performs N%ind calculations for the flight module
A
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L
PrOgram Input
In th ► ^- section, the inputs and prugram options available through appro-
priate input selection are described. Th ► , inputs art con% enientl) di% tdt-d into
tyro groups or blocks, the pre-flight data lond block read on logical units S and
the standard input black rear' on unit 5. The pre-flight input block is composed
principally of tabular data input via fixed formats. The pre-flight data block
is not varied from case to case. 'The standard input bluck is read using the
nameltst feature of the Fortran langiiage. The namelist is AUG4.
Pre-Flight Data load Input
Data Description
IILADER (20)	 An, alpha-numeric information
FORNIAT (2014)
Wind Tables
AL'1'1t' (12)	 Values of altitude for the INAVIND table
FORMAT 2(GF10.2)
INWIND (4s)	 1-121	 Estimated Hind speeds; knots
13-24	 Estimated wind headings deg
25-36,	 Actual Hind speeds knots
37-4R	 Actual \\ind headings deg
FORMAT 4(12215)
The "actual'' Hind paraunuters are used in the
simulation module.
waypoint Table
1\k 1'1
	
number of input waypoints
FOR11A'T(14)
X11')' IA aypoint x coordinate it
Waypo ► int y coordinate ft
2111' 1^ aypoint z coordinate ft
!i 11 aypoint turning radius ft
X'NOAI Nominal	 aypoint speed knot-
VNIAX NLiximum Aa\I)oint speed knot.
VMIX Minimum vaypoint speed iMots
FORMA1 1\AVPI(IOX,3Fiu. 1,4F10.4)
Energy-rate Schedule Table
NIINNIAX 'Throttle variatiun index limit 	 t.
LV.N1AX Speed variation index limit 	 ^•
1.11MAX Altitude variation index limit
L\V%lAX Weight variation index lirnit 	 2
111AXCOF Coefficient matrix index	 G
he matrix index is specified fruni the
folIom in 	 table:
1.	 Speed
2.	 Nozzle
3.	 Normalized energy rate. 	 E
n
4.	 Interpolation coefficients
3.	 Angle of attack
G.	 lnterploation coeffientc
FOR1IAT (51.1)
HSET(LHMAX) Altitude table for energy-rate schedule	 ft
t abl c
FORMAT (2F14. 7)
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V%'TSF.T(1.11'INIAM
	 Weight table fur force schedule tablt
FORMAT (21.14.7)
%V11A (TIUNMAX, LN - MAX, LTIMA.X, LA- MAX, AIA.XCOF)
Force schedule matrices used to obtain
nozzle, i 1 and angle of attack.
FORNLA1 (3E14.7)
Lift and Drag Tables
NF
	
Flaps variation index limit
NCJ	 Cold thrust index limit
NALFW	 Angle of attack index limit
FORMAT (3151
C L P (''F, NCJ, NALFX%')
Lift coefficient table
CDP (NF, NCH, NALFW)
Drag coefficient table
DEP (NF, KCJ, AALF\V)
Elevator table	 deg
Na.melist AUG4
DACTS	 Time step size used in the integration
	 sec
	 1
of the aircraft simulation equations
DEDS	 Distance step size for the integration	 It	 100.
Of the synthesized trajectory
•33-
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DE DTK Gain on Q>
	
ueeed in throttle control 1;
equation
DEIATK Gain on integral of error in speed used
in the thruttle• control equation
DKX Gain on error in altitude in control .033
la%% for throttle control equation
1
DLT Time offset for capture initialization Sec 10.
EL,%tAX Maximum limit on elevator deg +15.
ELMIN Minimum limit on elevator deg -_.".
ENAK Gain on altitude error in nozzle control .5
ENGK Gain on flight path error in nuzzle control 3,
EKSK Gain in integral speed error in nozzle .5
cont rol
Er:GK Gain on nozzle in aircraft simulation 1,
model - servo g:un J
ENULK I\ozzlc deployment lead time ratio .5
ENUMAX M ximum limit on nozzle deg 104.
ENUMI1 Minimum limit on nozzle deg, G.
E NU, RL Rate limit on nozzle deg/exec 5.
El\NK Gain on speed error in nozzle control 5.
EPSLN Control factor for 1: 1.
E'TNIA\ Maximum limit on E: 1.
n
ETMIN Minimum limit on E: -1.
n
FAIT Gain on flaps in aircraft simulation deg :5
model - servo gain
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FD,NIA\ )fate limit on flaps
FLK Flap deployment lead time ratio
FL11L Flap limit Hhen throttle us less than
89.
 r,'
GAN% Gain on altitude in flight path
	 angle
cont rol
GLK Lead time ratio for flight path angle
changes
IiAC Initial aircraft heading
14D 4D control flak.	 Set to zero only 3D
synthesis is performed
1c)P'T Simulation control flag.	 Set to une
generates reference and simulated actual
using ACRSIM.	 If set to No only the
reference trajectory is synthesized
LSCALI Provides option to generate energy -rate
schf '.Je table file for use in onboard
program
1PRN-Y Provides detailed print of derivative
parameters
ISTND Provides stand alone derivative cal-
culation capability
KKOUNT Print step bypass counter in ACRSINl
K11UDE Aircraft simulation flag.	 Set to one
the aircraft is simulated using ARCRFT.
Sca t to wo the simulation is bypassed
KPRINT Trajectory synthesis print control.
S.z l to zero generates most complete output
KSTEP Number of integration sops using constant
derivatives in generating thc reference
trajeclury
NCAP Capture waypoint index
deg;,sec w. S
. J
deg	 43.5
.1
.5
rad	 •
0
1
0
0
"0
0
10
1
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PLIM Roll rate limit deli sec 10.
PLK Lead time ratio fur bwtil, angle changet,
PlIPSK Gain on cross track veloc-	 error in 1.
roll equation
PHYK Gain on cross track position error in .002
roll equation
PE Gain on roll in aircraft simulation model 1.
QLIAI Rate limit for pitch deg /sec 5.
RQ fraction of energy rate allowed for 1
control purposes
HXVT Humcay temperature 15.
SGMN Minimum limit on sine of flight path
-. 130*1
angle
SG 'M;t_Kimum limit on sine of flight path .13061
angle
TANF'I Tangent of maximum bail, angle .46631
TBLSR Energy rate schedule table temperature deg ift -.0019112
lapse rate
THACK Gain on throttle in aircraft simulation 1.
servo model
THA11L Throttle rata limi'L (not activated)
THI K Gain on altitude error feedback in pitch 10.
control
TREK Gain in energy error in throttle equation .025
in control lax+
'I 110GK Not activated 0.
h
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7'llQK hate limit time cunstant for pitch in lo.
aircraft simul: ► tion model
TINIII ► A Delay time for trajectory synthesis 0.
(not activated)
TTIISI Standard Kea fuel ten ► pe ► ature 0 2Ms.
1, NIPCR Cruise temperature 0 13
VARC Initial aircraft speed knots •
G11IIN Wnimum limit on true airspeed rate Bee -.03
Gravity n-)rmaliied
VGNIN Maximum limit on true airspeed rate. sec .05
Gravit% nor ► n:eliied
LN 'nominal aircrat' loitering speed knots 153.
VNIAXN 'Maximum curcrah loitering speed knots Iw.
VIMIN Minimum aircraft loitering speed knots 150.
WGT Aircraft Height lbs 39000.
XAC lnitid aircraft x coordinate ft •
YAC Initial aircraft y coordinate ft
'LAC Initial aircraft z coordinate ft •
Pit LIM Maximum bank angle allowed in deg 3U.
control
I IIIN'I'K Gain in integral altitude feedback .001':
in throttle control
TNIK Gain in integral altitude feedback 00:t;,
in pitch control
ENIIIK Gain in integral altitude feedbacl. .04
in nozzle control
GNUK Noz•rle control feedback factor 1.
* no default is provided for these ,
 parameters. They must be present in the
NAAIELLST input.
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FKamelist STPN1.
Required input p1r;jnue terz; are indicated b% an •.
A1A' Aircraft alt ► tudc•
CEPS Alt ► tude,'speed change ratio
COSPIiI Cosine of bank angle
EI)TMA\ Maximum change in enerky rate.
Grarit
.
% normalized
F DTMIN Minimum change in ererg ,.N rate•.
Gravity nornl al ized
EPS Control factor for energy rata
RTCFE Temperature correction factor
Itlt fraction of energy rate reserved for
control purposes
SGA1\ Sine of maximum avrod\ nc ► mic flight
path angl e
SGAtI1% Sine of n ► inimuni aerody n:unic • flight
path angIv
VLAS Indicated airspeed
%'DGAIN M:u:imum deceleration.
Gravity normalized
VDGNIN Nlinimum. deceleration.
Gravity normalir"ed
VT Tr1 ► e airspeed
V1'T Load factor
AK Partial of %%ind speed %kith respect to
altitude
KN,I 10 S"l'I'll`'I' ankle of attack computation flat;
KsTO1, STOL mode indication
ALPHA Angle of attack
ft	 •
•
•
it^6E'C	 y
•
r
ft. sec
M
deg
-36—
F'NUAC Nozzle settltlg dvg
FAC Flap setting deg
S1NGAN1 Sine of flight path cuigle
THAC Throttle setting
'I 1011N Minimum throttle setting
\ ADTG Nominal deceleration.
Gravity normalized
Speed criteria for flap deployment
UEE 'i otal cnerg^ changt , on currvtnt Naypoint
FI.MX'2 Flap limit \Ohen tlhntttic• is less them deg
K9, 5
FTNIAX Maximu ►r unlit on energy rate.
Gravity norn ► aized
ETAIIN Minimum limit on encrg;	 rate.
Gravit y
 normalized
II'1INT Print flag for additional output in STPINT
s
•
•
s
Deck Setup and Machine Requirements
The AUG41) trajectory program and associated input data sets are
stored at the NASA Ames Research Center TSS computing facilit y . The
Fortran source decks are stored using standard line format. The object
modules art , stored as single job library presently n:1n1ccl TEX. Follo\%ing
is a typical deck setup for executing the AUG41) using the loader facility of
the TS:; operating system.
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Program Execution
	
r
ANILS USYSLII{
obtain standard atmosphere using; system module
Ali DC 1.
JRLP TEX
	
define job library
 for the AUG4D object modules
DUE F FT08F001, , AUGYDAT
define input unit for extrem17ed force sch(-dult , table
DUE F FTO:)FOO1, , AUGFI\
define input unit for munelist AUG4 input
DDE F F'T091:'001, , FP VNIDA'I
define input unit for pre-flight data load input
DDEF F'I lttf'o01„STI'\1.
define input unit for namelist STP\L
DD  F FT 111'001, , DTA-11)
define output unit for scaled force-schedule table used in
onboard data load
All prog;raw printed output is performed on unit amid is printed oll the
installation defined standard output device.
LOAD BLC KAW$4	 cunytruct executable nodule
LOAD MAINAW$S
CALL NIAINANVItt,	 execute AUG4D
The following; tables present the total machine reyuirt,ments of tilt , At'G41)
program with the current TSS implementation. Since the flight module is in-
corporated in the Augmentor Wing; STOLAKD sN-stem, those associated suh-
prog;r.ams and commons are so indicated.
k
Subroutine Size RvQuiremvwi
BITES FL7'
MA1NAWX 3616
BLCKA\1'X ,z 0
ACRSIAIX 239a41
AG£XCX$ 480
AR('RFTXS 5Ssn
A'rhlFLTR' % 392
ATNISPIM 1 5°,
ATAIS- I' I'X$ 560 •
BLI11\ s 2-^0
C IIKs'FP1$ 916
Ch rRLX$ 2772
ENGDATE1,14 12SO
FLINRS 2-10
FLNIXRS 44S
FLN X$ 352
MRS SG-1
INI'rXS 11754
INTEGXS 9520
N>3 WIN, IR$ 1985
NOAI'rIIJX 13708 •
P11\IOUR.^ 39:
RA7'E\1 FR$ 5ss
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R E: F%% \S
SERC H I Its
SGTIt,,;
ST Plr"rX$
TRE:AD.M$
TSTX$
'I'WODX
N'IITSY XS
VSYNXS,
WIKDATRS
WINN1ODItg
N1' IN F LT R'S
512	 •
51t;	 •
N4	 •
7476	 •
201(.
369'2	 •
1316
a76S	 •
2a^2	 •
237(
1'264
1160
*Sub-programs required in the flight module. ( = 11213 words)
Common Arran Size Requ iremcnts
FLT	 LENGTH
COMMON	 )11ODI' LE
	 (WORDS)
ACDATA	 4;;;33
ACF1.T	 '25
ACREY	 '	 25
131	 *	 61
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IIIA (;I
Bi .'' • 13
B.; • 9ha
B I sots
cNIF1.1' • a1
CAIFLTA ' 3
COOT IM • 19
D1 • 19_'
E NDAT A 4:14
INOUT 1,'o
INTCL • :'
ITTGI + is
STOL " 4
ST 1'1 + Y i
SYN + ]-Is 
+
Total data arrays rc • (Iuit-cd in the flight 7110dUI V. (= '. 18" words)
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6
